Introduction
Asymptotic results on distributional behavior of robust estimates in stationary time series models are complex on both technical and assumptional side -compare for instance L. Mancini, E. Ronchetti, F. Trojani (2005) and N. Muler, D. Pena, V. J. Yohai (2009) . Considering the fact that econometric time series tend to be stationary rather than are stationary and that testing unit root hypotheses is "difficult", in spite of many successful efforts to improve the situation, one may have an uneasy feeling over the statistical inference there. The aim of this study is to find out if the method of Fréchet differentiability can be applied to statistical inference for stationary and related time series models in a way to unify and simplify the asymptotic derivations in an important range of problems.
A statistical functional T is called Fréchet differentiable at a model distribution F θ0 with respect to a norm |.| if we have
where F is a distribution function. If for F n , the empirical distribution based on a sample X 1 , X 2 , ..., X n , F n is uniformly root-n consistent ( √ n|F n −F θ0 | is bounded in probability uniformly in infinitesimal neighbourhood of F θ0 ), then
gives relatively simple, mathematically rigorous and a flexible way to determine the limiting behavior of the estimator T (F n ). When the sample X 1 , X 2 , ..., X n , is iid then the Dvoretsky-Kiefer-Wolfowitz (1956) inequality for the empirical distribution function leads to uniform root-n consistency of F n in the Kolmogorov Smirnov distance (fact applied in Bednarski (1993 Bednarski ( , 2006 ). In the general dependent variable case however, the DKW inequality holds under very strong uniformly φ-mixing assumptions (Rio (2000) ), which seems to narrow applicability of the Kolmogorov Smirnov norm in the dependent case. The situation looks better when the supremum norm for the distribution functions is replaced by a suitable Cramer -von Mises distances.
Differentiability with respect to the Cramer -von Mises norm
Applicability of the Cramer -von Mises distance of the form
where G is either equal to F θ0 or it is a distribution function with bounded support, will be discussed from different perspectives:
-of conditions under which a robust estimator must necessarily result from a statistical functional Fréchet differentiable with respect to Cramer -von Mises norm (Bednarski and Clarke (1989) ) -of mixing conditions leading to uniform root-n consisitency of the empirical distribution function for the CvM distance -of central limit theorems for dependent random variables suitable to expansions resulting from the differenciability (J.M. Bardet, P.Doukhan, G. Lang, N.Ragache (2008) and P. Doukhan, M.H. Neumann (2008) .
Simulation results and real data analysis will be discussed in some basic cases.
